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GAMES

Cross Hares: TesTing ground
See You at the Testing Grounds! Each step 
of the journey has the potential of fortune 
- or failure! So, tread lightly, use your 
items and abilities wisely, and never trust 
anyone! Traps, enemies, and the land itself 
are against you. Lose your way, and all is 
lost! Cross Hares is an exciting, interactive 
fantasy adventure board game from 
artist-storyteller Jesse Labb, co-creator 
of Amity Ink’s acclaimed Berona’s War 
graphic novel series published by Archaia 
Entertainment - the epic tale of two 
adorable, fur-covered races doomed by 
their own escalating violence. Scheduled 
to ship in March 2014. 
1AG CH01 .................................$49.95

BaldriCk’s TomB
In Baldrick’s Tomb, fearless adventurers scramble through the evil Baldrick’s crumbling 
tomb on a quest for fabulous treasure. Use your unique skills and a satchelful of magical 
scrolls to battle cunning monsters, dodge all manner of fiendish traps, and stay ahead 
of your fellow adventurers. You’ll need to grab the treasure and escape from each floor 
before it collapses in Baldrick’s Tomb! Scheduled to ship in January 2014. 
FST 1004 ...................................................................................................... $35.00

Freedom: THe 
underground railroad
Early in the history of the United 
States, slavery was an institution 
that seemed unmovable, but with 
efforts of men and women across the 
country, it was toppled. In Freedom: 
The Underground Railroad, players 
are working to build up the strength 
of the Abolitionist movement through 
the use of notable figures and pivotal 
events. By raising support for the 
cause and moving slaves to freedom in Canada, the minds of Americans can be changed 
and the institution of slavery can be brought down. Scheduled to ship in December 2013. 
AYG 5401 ..................................................................................................... $70.00

o/a Carnival ZomBie
The ancient manuscripts speak of a Leviathan 
- a massive creature lying on the fetid bottom 
of the Lagoon on whose back rests the 
foundation of the city. All manuscripts agree 
about his eternal sleep and they tell that the 
beast will awaken one day, shaking the city 
from its muddy roots, smashing the petrified 
piles on which it stands, and crashing it into 
the seething sea. But, there were no signs. 
What the ancients didn’t know was that, for 
centuries, the city lived and prospered on 
the back of a corpse! Now that corpse has 

awakened, and with it the dead arise seeking the living to sate its insatiable appetite for 
death and destruction! Carnival Zombie is a cooperative board game of carnage, horror, 
and survival in the streets of Venice at the height of Carnival. 
APV 004 ................................................................................................................PI

BaldriCk’s TomB: open For 
Business expansion
An enterprising goblin has set up shop in 
Baldrick’s Tomb! He’s ready to sell you top-quality 
(?) adventuring gear for reasonable rates (for 
being in a dungeon, anyway). This expansion to 
Baldrick’s Tomb also introduces cards featuring 
floor-wide effects that make each level more 
dynamic and challenging. With new monsters, 
traps, scrolls, and treasure, Open For Business 
takes Baldrick’s Tomb to a whole new level! 
Scheduled to ship in January 2014. 
FST 10041 ...........................................$10.00

legend oF THe Five rings rpg: 
Book oF WaTer
In this continuing series of Elemental 
sourcebooks for the Legend of the Five 
Rings 4th Edition RPG, The Book of 
Water examines the influence of water 
on Rokugan in every aspect - from war 
to politics to the natural world - including 
new spells and shugenja paths, monastic 
orders associated with water, a detailed 
history and discussion of ship-building 
and naval warfare, and a complete 
campaign setting - the Eternal Danger 
Islands. Scheduled to ship in March 2014. 
AEG 3315 ..................................$39.99

AlliAnce GAme 
Distributors

game Trade magaZine #169
GTM contains articles on gameplay, 
previews and reviews, game related 
fiction, and self contained games and 
game modules, along withf solicitation 
information on upcoming game releases.
GTM 169 .................................$3.99

ART FROM PREVIOUS ISSUE

keY
There are symbols and terms found 
throughout Game Trade Magazine. 
They mean the following:

offered again (o/a)
These items have been offered before in 
Game Trade Magazine and are available 
again for you to order. Don’t forget to 
order what you missed the first time.

pi
Your store will set the price for all items 
labeled “PI”. Check with your retailer

1A GAmes

5th street GAmes

AcADemy GAmes

Albe PAvo
OFFERED AGAIN

AlDerAc 
entertAinment GrouP

legend oF THe Five rings 
CCg: ivorY ediTion
The latest base set and ideal entry 
point for the Legend of the Five Rings 
CCG, Ivory Edition is introduced in 
nine, unique, individual Clan Deck 
tin boxes containing a Learn to Play 
rulebook, a ready-to-play deck, and 
three boosters, as well as 16-card 
boosters packed in 36-count displays. 
Grab your deck and bear proudly the 
colors of one of the nine clans of the 
Emerald Empire as you try and improve 
its standing in Rokugan! Scheduled to 
ship in February 2014. NOTE: This item 
is sold to retailers in full displays. Please 
contact your retailer for availability.
BOOsTER DIsplAy (36)
AEG 17010-D ......................$143.64
sTARTER DIsplAy (9)
AEG 17000-D ......................$179.91

love leTTer: Boxed ediTion
In the wake of the queen’s arrest, all 
the eligible men of Tempest seek to woo 
Princess Annette. Unfortunately, she’s 
locked herself in the palace, and her 
suiters must rely on the Princess’ devoted 
servants to bring their romantic missives to 
her. Will yours reach her first? Love Letter 
is a game of risk, deduction, and luck 
by Japanese game designer Seiji Kanai. 
Scheduled to ship in March 2014. 
BOxED EDITION
AEG 5109-S .................................$9.99
DIsplAy (6)
AEG 5109-D ..............................$59.94
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love leTTer: legend 
oF THe Five rings 
Love and Honor! A vision of loveliness and 
poise, Iweko Miaka’s position of princess 
in the Imperial family ensures her betrothal 
will be a great contest for the samurai 
clans of the Emerald Empire. Whichever 
clan can win her as a wife for one of their 
young samurai will secure standing and 
glory for decades to come. And though 
the marriage may be political, what better 
way to influence the decision than by 
winning the heart of the princess herself? 
Featuring elegant and simple design by 
Japanese game designer Seiji Kanai and 
evocative art by Andrew Hepworth, Love 
Letter returns in AEG’s flagship setting 
of Legend of the Five Rings with 16 new 
cards and hours of fun! Scheduled to ship 
in March 2014.
AEG 5107-D
DISPLAY ............................................. PI
AEG 5107-D
DECK ................................................. PI

CHooseomaTiC #3: 
Time Travel dinosaur
Find one of 82 possible endings, or get 
caught in a time loop and literally read 
this book forever! Time Travel Dinosaur 
casts you as an operative of the Time 
Travel Investigation Agency, and pits you 
against a madman intent on rewriting 
history. After catastrophic alterations in 
the Cretaceous period, the world changes 
around you - and your physiology and 
memories change with it! Now, you must 
find a way back to what you consider 
the one true timeline - where everyone 
evolved from dinosaurs! Scheduled to ship 
in January 2014. 
IMP ATH003 ...............................$14.95

o/a FaTe: THe 
daY aFTer ragnarok
See it smolder! See if you can save it! 
Welcome to the world at the end of the 
world. In The Day After Ragnarok, the skies 
are shrouded with burning, oily smoke, the 
Earth groans under a poisoned corpse, 
and the only way out may be deeper into 
the belly of the beast. Put the “grim” back 
in “grime” and see the world outside the 
smeared Perspex windscreen in this post-
apocalyptic setting of swords, sorcery, 
and super science. Now, Fate Core lead 
designer Leonard Balsera adapts Kenneth 
Hite’s award-winning dieselpunk works 
of savagery and sorcery, The Day After 
Ragnarok! 
PSI AOP2005 .............................$19.99

rarrr!!
RARRR!! is the earth-shaking card game 
of brutal battles between Kaiju - colossal 
Japanese movie monsters! Using Katakana 
cards, each player creates a monster, builds 
up its terrifying power, and then unleashes it 
against other creatures to ravage the world’s 
greatest cities. But be careful how you spend 
your power - there are a lot of cities to 
stomp! Scheduled to ship in January 2014. 
IMP APE1400 .............................$20.00

rolling FreigHT: 
india and greaT BriTain
Lending a new atmosphere and depth to 
Rolling Freight, a game of building rail 
and shipping routes, and moving cargo 
across those routes, the India and Great 
Britain map expansion introduces a two-
sided game board, lavishly-illustrated by 
industry veteran Jared Blando, featuring 
new rules for canals, caravans, and ferries, 
along with improvements that decrease in 
cost as the game progresses. Scheduled to 
ship in January 2014. 
IMP APE1001 .............................$20.00

maFia Casino
Enter a world where money and the mafia 
go hand-in-hand! Build your Casino-Hotel 
and aim to become the richest Mafia Boss. 
Attract prestigious guests, deal pearls 
and diamonds, and partake in games of 
chance. Spying, bombings, robbing safes, 
and embezzlement are par for the course 
in helping you sabotage the plans of your 
opponents. But, beware! There are no such 
things as “rules” in the Mafia! Scheduled 
to ship in February 2014. 
BDJ 001 .....................................$39.99

gripmaTs
Scheduled to ship in January 2014. 
FIElDs
IMP BFR100 ................................$25.00
NEBulA
IMP BFR103 ................................$50.00
sTARFIElD
IMP BFR102 ................................$40.00
sTARFIElD (TwO plAy MATs)
IMP BFR104 ................................$70.00
wATERFIElD
IMP BFR101 ................................$30.00

smasH up: sCienCe FiCTion 
douBle FeaTure expansion
Smash Up is back with even more wild 
factions in the mix! Science Fiction Double 
Feature brings four new decks to the base-
smashing business with abilities unlike 
those seen before! Time Travelers allow 
you to reuse your cards time and time 
again, while Cyborg Apes take actions 
that attach to your minions and take them 
to a whole new level, Super Spies use 
their mojo in espionage to plot out the 
future of you and your opponents, and 
Shapeshifters could be anyone! Scheduled 
to ship in March 2014. 
AEG 5504 ..................................$19.99

Hex diCe TraY (WalnuT)
Scheduled to ship in January 2014. 
IMP BPN1401 .............................$20.00

Berserk: knigHTs and villains
Heroes and villains of Russian fables 
clash in a battle of cunning, wits, and 
military might in the first expansion to 
Berserk: War of the Realms! Pit the noble 
Alesha Popovich against the hideous 
Baba Yaga, or attack the swamp-
beast Vodyanoy with the fierce warrior 
Varangian. Knights and Villains adds 
two opposing decks to the mayhem of 
Berserk, or can be combined with the 
base game for even more varied battles. 
Scheduled to ship in January 2014. 
ASM BES02 ................................$29.99

APe GAmes

AsmoDee eDitions

splendor
As wealthy Renaissance merchants, 
players attempt to gain prestige 
through the acquisition of mines and 
transportation, hiring artisans, and 
wooing the nobility. Create the most 
fantastic jewelry to become the best-
known merchant of them all! Scheduled 
to ship in February 2014. 
ASM SCSPL01 ........................$39.99

Atherton hAiGht

Atomic 
overminD Press

OFFERED AGAIN

blue PAnther

boîte De Jeux

breAk From 
reAlity GAmes
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Belvedere puZZle 
(1,000 pieCes)
Scheduled to ship in February 2014. 
BFG 11363 ........................................ PI

buFFAlo GAmes

CeleBriTY THroW doWn!
Celebrity Throw Down! is the brutal game 
where trendy stars, pop-culture icons, and 
historical legends face-off in the ultimate 
game of elimination! In Celebrity Throw 
Down!, players select who they think 
are the best celebrities for an ordinary 
or outlandish, ripped-from-the-tabloid-
headlines situation. If your pick is “The 
Last Celebrity Standing” after multiple 
elimination rounds, you win! With almost 
300 celebrities - including Jennifer 
Aniston, Kanye West, Honey Boo Boo, 
and Marilyn Monroe - and 162 situations, 
the possibilities are endlessly entertaining! 
Scheduled to ship in February 2014. 
BFG 156 ............................................ PI

selF porTraiT puZZle 
(1,000 pieCes)
Scheduled to ship in February 2014. 
BFG 11364 ........................................ PI

o/a THe duke: arTHurian 
legends expansion paCk
The Arthurian Legends Expansion Pack 
contains eight new tiles for The Duke (Arthur, 
Guineviere, Merlin, Lancelot, Perceval, 
Morgana, Mordred, and Fort/Camelot). 
PSI CAT13003 ............................$11.95

cAtAlyst GAme lAbs
OFFERED AGAIN

cAtAn boArDs 
OFFERED AGAIN

o/a seTTlers oF CaTan: 
CaTan Board
These officially licensed Catan Boards 
provide a flat, portable playing surface 
for multi-player Settlers of Catan games. 
Feaures include flush-fit hex locations to 
keep the island of Catan flat, secure, and 
earthquake-free, with Road locations in-
between each hex Port locations around 
the edge, all bordered by an Ocean 
crafted of ABS plastic.
3-4 plAyER
CTB 001 .................................$34.99
CONvERTIBlE 5-6/3-4 plAyER
CTB 002 .................................$44.99

Call oF CTHulHu: 
exTreme planeTs
Extreme Planets is a science fiction 
anthology of stories set on alien worlds that 
push the limits of what we once believed 
possible in a planetary environment. Visit 
the bizarre moons, dwarf planets, and 
asteroids of our own Solar Systems. And 
in the deeper reaches of space encounter 
super-Earths with extreme gravity fields, 
carbon planets featuring mountain ranges 
of pure diamond, and ocean worlds 
shrouded by seas hundreds of kilometers 
thick. The challenges these environments 
present to the humans that explore and 
colonize them are many, and are the 
subject matter of these tales. Scheduled to 
ship in December 2013. 
CHA 6055 .................................$18.95

chAosium
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o/a Call oF CTHulHu: 
eldriTCH CHrome
Cyberpunk tales are written in dark, gritty, 
film-noir styles. Their protagonists live and 
die at the bottom echelon of an electronic 
society gone awry. They may be seedier, 
poorer, and less inclined to make moral 
judgements than stoic Lovecraftian New 
Englanders, but in Cyberpunk-Cthulhu 
tales they encounter the same horrors as 
their more-genteel predecessors. Mythos 
horrors lurk at the edge of society, mythos-
altered technology infects human beings, 
dark gods lurk in cyberspace, and huge 
corporations rule society while bowing to 
entities inimical to humankind - this is the 
Cyberpunk-Cthulhu world... this is Eldritch 
Chrome, an anthology of unquiet tales of 
a Mythos-Haunted Future.
CHA 6052 .................................$17.95

BasiC roleplaYing meCHa
Enslaving aliens, mad scientists, and cruel 
despots: the enemies of mankind are ready 
to launch their final assault. The only hope 
of survival for human civilization as we 
know it lies in its most advanced weapon: 
a brood of giant metal warriors clad in 
the toughest metal alloys and wielding 
the most advanced energy weaponry that 
science ever conceived. But, who is brave 
enough to pilot them? For only a pure 
heart can lead the steel warriors to victory! 
Basic Roleplaying Mecha brings the anime 
genre and Japanese giant robots into the 
tradition of D100 roleplaying. Scheduled 
to ship in January 2014. 
IMP CHC51602 ..........................$24.99

Call oF CTHulHu: Horror 
on THe orienT express
An odd summons, a surreptitious meeting, 
and a thousand-mile journey begins on the 
legendary service carrying the investigators 
to the Gateway of the Orient. Horror on the 
Orient Express contains the second-edition 
of a massive, luxury adventure for the Call 
of Cthulhu roleplaying game. Beginning in 
1920s London, the investigators journey 
to Paris and thence to the ancient city of 
Constantinople. With luck, they also return 
home. Scheduled to ship in February 2014. 
CHA 23130 .............................$119.95

kapHornia 2: island 
oF THe piranHa men
A fantasy movie for your game table! 
Barbasco Roteon, the Blood-Sucking 
Scourge of the Sea, has returned and 
kidnapped the daughter of the Kaphornian 
museum’s curator. Will the heroes manage 
to gain the upper hand against zombies, 
pirates, and other monsters and put a stop 
to the vampire captain’s rule? With simple, 
fast-paced rules, and all the preparation 
provided, you can leap straight into the 
action of the Island of the Piranha Men, 
a complete game providing hours of 
humorous, adventurous entertainment. 
Scheduled to ship in January 2014. 
IMP CHC53902 ..........................$19.99

kaos Ball Core seT
From the bone-crunching tackles, head-
smashing blocks, and outright murder of the 
other team, to the fast-paced passing, high-
scoring strategies, and magical mayhem, 
Kaos Ball is the ultimate sports fantasy 
game of total domination! In Kaos Ball, 
each player chooses a team, purchases 
team upgrades and drafts special ringer 
characters to help defeat their opponents, 
then battles it out on the gridiron! The 
core set of Kaos Ball contains everything 
you need to play, including four teams 
(Templeton Amazons, New Purgatory 
Daemons, Mt. Clobberton Ogres, and the 
Gotterdammerung Fangs) with 13 figures 
each, plus custom dice, player reference 
and Action cards, upgrade tokens, a game 
board, and complete rules. Scheduled to 
ship in February 2014. 
COL KAO001 .............................$99.99

kapHornia 1: 
draConian rHapsodY
A fantasy movie for your game table! 
Countess Esmeralda of Belzheim has a 
problem: She needs a dragon - alive and 
within seven days! Are the heroes who 
have just arrived in Kaphornia brave 
enough to face this dangerous challenge? 
With simple, fast-paced rules, and all the 
preparation provided, you can leap straight 
into the action of the Draconian Rhapsody, 
a complete game providing hours of 
humorous, adventurous entertainment. 
Scheduled to ship in January 2014. 
IMP CHC53901 ..........................$19.99

Call oF CTHulHu: 
seCreTs oF TiBeT
A remote plateau situated north of the 
Himalayan mountain range in Asia, 
Tibet is a mythological land populated 
with malevolent gods and monsters, and 
secrets that lie sleeping in ancient tombs 
and vaults among the soaring mountains 
and deep valleys. Now, due to the gradual 
movement of Earth’s tectonic plates, the 
Himalayas cover a vast area that overlaps 
the Dreamlands at the mountainous area 
between the Cold Waste and the Plateau 
of Leng. Secrets of Tibet details information 
about everyday life in this mysterious and 
unique country, from the early twentieth 
century through to more modern times, 
along with horrific underlying truths. 
Scheduled to ship in January 2014. 
CHA 23129 ...............................$27.95

Call oF CTHulHu: 
sTeampunk CTHulHu
Unbound from the tethers of mere 
airships, goggles, clockwork, and 
tightly bound corsets, Steampunk 
Cthulhu features 18 tales of horror, 
sci-fi, fantasy, and alternative realities 
tainted with the Lovecraftian and 
the Cthulhu Mythos, where mankind 
has voyaged too far, and scientific 
innovations have opened terrifying 
vistas of reality, with insanity and worse 
as the only reward. Scheduled to ship in 
January 2014. 
CHA 6054 .............................$18.95

OFFERED AGAIN

chronicle city

ciPher stuDios
OFFERED AGAIN

AnimA TAcTics
o/a dark FaCTion - 
luTHer delaCroix
CIS CS2049 ...............................$14.99

o/a inFernal CrusHer
CIS HD1023 ...............................$19.99

Hell DorADo

o/a marCus leBlanC
CIS HD5018 ...............................$14.99

coolminiornot

corvus belli
OFFERED AGAIN

infiniTy 28mm 
miniATures

o/a dire Foes mission paCk 1
CVB 282002 ..............................$39.10

o/a dire Foes mission paCk 3
CVB 282001 ..............................$39.10

o/a dire Foes mission paCk 2
CVB 282003 ..............................$39.10

o/a merCenaries anaConda, 
merCenarY Tag squadron
CVB 280711 ..............................$54.76

o/a ToHaa gao-Tarsos 
uniT (Hmg)
CVB 280912 ..............................$12.08
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dC ComiCs deCkBuilding game: Heroes uniTe plaYmaT
Featuring the box art from the DC Comics Deck-Building Game: Heroes 
Unite, these playmats can be used as a game board accessory or simply 
enjoyed as a celebration of the beautiful art work. Scheduled to ship in 
January 2014. 
CZE 01711................................................................................ $20.00

THe doom THaT Came To 
aTlanTiC CiTY
Written and designed by Keith Baker 
(Gloom), with Concept, Art ,and 
Design by Lee Moyer and custom 
pieces by Sculptor Paul Komoda, 
The Doom that Came to Atlantic 
City board game invites players to 
assume the role of one of the Great 
Old Ones - beings of ancient eldritch 
power. Cosmic forces have held you 
at bay for untold eons, but at last the 

stars are right and your maniacal cult has called you forth. Once you regain 
your full powers, you will unleash your doom upon the world! There’s only 
one problem: you’re not alone. The other Great Old Ones are here as well, 
and your rivals are determined to steal your cultists and snatch victory from 
your flabby claws! Scheduled to ship in January 2014. 
CZE 01702................................................................................ $75.00

THe Walking dead 
Board game: 
THe BesT deFense - 
WoodBurY expansion
The Woodbury Expansion to The 
Walking Dead Board Game: 
The Best Defense brings a whole 
new challenge to an already 
desperate group of Survivors. 
The Survivors may now visit the 
Woodbury Location and take 
their chances with the Resource 
Deck there, but must also avoid 
The Governor or he’ll gun down 
anything in his path! The Woodbury Expansion also allows up to six players 
to play, and introduces an alternate win condition. Scheduled to ship in 
February 2014. 
CZE 01756................................................................................ $12.95
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erFWorld Book 2 #3 - 
loTs oF seCTs and violenCe
In the third and final issue of Erfworld 
Book 2, Parson Gotti charges into battle, 
to fight the King of Jetstone personally. 
As the entire city of Spacerock goes up in 
flames around him, Lord Hamster’s only 
way out might be the way home to Earth! 
Scheduled to ship in January 2014. 
IMP ERF56 ..................................$12.00

o/a HolloW earTH expediTion 
rpg (neW ediTion)
Explore one of the world’s greatest and 
most dangerous secrets: the Hollow Earth, 
a savage land filled with dinosaurs, lost 
civilizations, and ferocious savages! In 
the Hollow Earth Expedition RPG, players 
take on the roles of two-fisted adventurers, 
eager academics, and intrepid journalists 
investigating the mysteries of the Hollow 
Earth. Meanwhile, on the surface, world 
powers and secret societies vie for control 
of what may be the most important 
discovery in all of human history. 
S2P EGS1010 .............................$19.99

luCCa: THe CiTY oF games
Challenge the families of Lucca in the 
construction of palaces. Conquest the 
majestic bastions and claim the golden 
keys of Lucca! Scheduled to ship in 
December 2013. 
DVG 9851 .................................$16.90

THe greaT persuader
Show off your persuasive skills by arguing 
over funny and bizarre topics. Challenge 
your friend and bet on them. Who is going 
to be the Great Persuader? Scheduled to 
ship in December 2013. 
DVG 9308 .................................$24.90

psioniCs augmenTed volume 1
Augment your psionic characters with 
these Pathfinder-compatible options 
expanded from Psionics Unleashed and 
Psionics Expanded, including two new 
races (The Forgeborn and Noral), plus 
new racial archetypes, feats, prestige 
classes, and psionic powers and items. 
Scheduled to ship in January 2014. 
S2P DRP2301 .............................$24.99

odYsseY: THe CompleTe game 
masTer’s guide To Campaign 
managemenT
Written by award-winning authors Phil 
Vecchione and Walt Ciechanowski, Odyssey 
is jam-packed with in-depth advice on 
starting, managing, and ending campaigns. 
Scheduled to ship in January 2014. 
S2P EGP42004 ...........................$24.95

DreAmscArreD Press

DvGiochi

enGine PublishinG

erF books

exile GAme stuDio
OFFERED AGAIN

o/a Folio series: iWo - 
BloodBaTH in THe Bonins
A critical point on the flight path of US 
bombers from their Saipan bases to their 
Japanese targets, the island of Iwo Jima 
would serve as a refuge for malfunctioning 
or damaged bombers, coming or going. 
An obvious target for a US amphibious 
assault, the Japanese had reinforced the 
garrison and dug miles of tunnels the 
length and breadth of the island. Their 
goal was to inflict maximum casualties on 
the Americans to force them to reconsider 
the seemingly inevitable invasion of Japan. 
The resulting battle was brutal, even by 
the standards of the Pacific War. Iwo is a 
solitaire game using a modification of the 
Fire & Movement game system.
DCG 1630 .................................$19.95

o/a mini Folio series: 
CHanTillY - JaCkson’s 
missed opporTuniTY
After the Confederate victory at Second 
Bull Run in August 1862, the beaten but 
still aggressive Union army pulled back to 
a new position at Centreville. Stonewall 
Jackson embarked on a wide sweep to 
flank the new position, but fatigue and 
mud slowed his march just enough. The 
Confederate column was spotted, and 
hastily dispatched Federal units rushed 
to block it! Chantilly uses the QuickPlay 
version of the Musket & Saber system to 
simply, yet accurately portray warfare 
during the muzzle-loading era. 
DCG 1711 ...................................$9.95

DAys oF WonDer

small World: 6-plaYer map expansion
Small World just got a whole lot bigger with this 6-player map expansion... 
but there still isn’t enough room to accommodate everyone! Pair up in teams 
and attempt to rule the land and capture the new places and Relic these two 
new maps offer! Teams of two players combine to compete against others, 
with each team member playing their own Race/Special Power combo and 
keeping their own Victory coins. The kicker? It’s the score of the LOWEST 
team member that decides your rank against the other teams! Scheduled to 
ship in February.
DOW 790013 ........................................................................... $28.00

Decision GAmes
OFFERED AGAIN
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desCenT JourneYs in THe dark 
2nd ediTion lieuTenanT paCks
With Lieutenant Packs for Descent: 
Journeys in the Dark Second Edition, you 
can replace the game’s lieutenant tokens 
and bring the overlord’s most powerful 
agents to life. Moreover, it includes a plot 
deck and rules that allow the overlord to 
pursue devious new strategies. Scheduled 
to ship in February 2014. 
GARGAN MIRklACE
FFG DJ25 ...................................$14.95
RylAN OllIvEN 
FFG DJ22 .....................................$8.95
TRIsTAyNE OllIvEN
FFG DJ24 .....................................$8.95
vERMINOus
FFG DJ23 .....................................$8.95

a game oF THrones lCg: 
spoils oF War CHapTer paCk
Players can launch into the Conquest and Defiance Cycle 
for A Game of Thrones: The Card Game with Spoils of 
War! Many of its new cards feature the “prized” keyword, 
which balances tremendous risks and rewards in deck-
building and play. Prized cards lend in-game value to the 
riches you plunder, the captives you seize, and the castles 
you successfully besiege. But can you hold them once 
you win them? You’ll find captives and spies, alongside 
vengeful schemes, righteous fury, and deadly, crippling 
treachery! Scheduled to ship in February 2014. 
FFG GOT102 ................................................... $14.95

android: reBel novel
by Mel Odom
In Rebel, the thrilling conclusion to The 
Identity Trilogy based in the futuristic, 
dystopian world of Android and Android: 
Netrunner, New Angeles Detective Drake 
3GI2RC is wanted for a murder he didn’t 
commit. Haunted by another man’s 
memories, the NAPD’s most infamous 
android cop must quickly uncover the 
truth of his own past - before he’s caught 
in the midst of an interplanetary civil war! 
Scheduled to ship in February 2014. 
FFG NAD04 .................................$8.99

FAntAsy FliGht GAmes

desCenT JourneYs 
in THe dark 2nd 
ediTion: sHadoW 
oF nerekHall 
expansion
An ancient evil rises in 
Nerekhall, and each night 
heralds a series of sinister 
events. In Shadow of 
Nerekhall, an expansion 
for Descent: Journeys in 
the Dark Second Edition, 
players try to determine 
whether outside forces are 
corrupting the city, or if 
the city itself is rotten to the 

core. Shadow of Nerekhall introduces a riveting campaign, divided into 
nineteen quests filled with deadly monsters and traps, plus four new heroes 
offer their aid as players work to uncover the truth behind the walls of 
Nerekhall! Scheduled to ship in February 2014. 
FFG DJ07 .................................................................................. $59.95
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o/a dark vengeanCe 
Boxed seT
The Dark Angels Space Marines clash 
with their arch-rivals the Chaos Space 
Marines in this latest Warhammer 40,000 
boxed game! This set includes two 
complete, opposing armies (48 figures) 
and everything you need to fight exciting 
battles in the 41st Millennium, including a 
Rulepack, Dice, Measures, and Templates. 
GAW 40-01-60 ..........................$99.00

o/a greY knigHTs
GAW 57-08 ...............................$33.00

WArHAmmer

o/a Camden
A market-themed, tile-laying game designed 
by James Ernest and illustrated by John 
Kovalic set in the popular shopping district 
of London called Camden Lock, players 
in Camden attempt to create as much 
opportunity for their merchants as they can 
in the busy Trafalgar Square market, while 
successfully evading competitor’s attempts to 
grow their enterprise - at your expense! 
GMS 1310 .................................$29.95

GAmes WorkshoP
OFFERED AGAIN

o/a dark elves BlaCk 
ark FleeT masTer
GAW 85-31 ...............................$20.00

o/a dark elves 
doomFire WarloCks
GAW 85-14 ...............................$35.00

WArHAmmer 40K

o/a dark elves Har 
ganeTH exeCuTioners
GAW 85-12 ...............................$50.00

o/a CHaos spaCe
marines marines
GAW 43-06 ...............................$37.25

o/a imperial guard 
Cadian sHoCk Troops
GAW 47-17 ...............................$29.00

o/a spaCe marines 
TaCTiCal squad
GAW 48-07 ...............................$40.00

o/a Tau xv8 Crisis BaTTlesuiT
GAW 56-07 ...............................$65.00

o/a Tau Fire Warriors
GAW 56-06 ...............................$36.25

GAmesmith
OFFERED AGAIN

sTar Wars lCg: knoWledge 
and deFense ForCe paCk
In Knowledge and Defense, the third Force Pack in the 
Echoes of the Force Cycle for Star Wars: The Card Game, 
players must harness the power of the Force in entirely 
new ways as the Rebel Alliance returns to Hoth and the 
Scum and Villainy of the galaxy engage in the lucrative 
slave trade. Meanwhile, a dark power is rising with Sariss, 
the Sith Prophetess, even as the Jedi draw strength from 
the power within the Valley of the Jedi. Scheduled to ship 
in February 2014. 
FFG SWC12 ..................................................... $14.95

sTar Wars x-Wing 
miniaTures game: reBel 
TransporT expansion paCk
Recreate the drama of the Rebellion’s 
desperate escape from Hoth and 
explore new adventures in the Star 
Wars galaxy with the Rebel Transport 
Expansion Pack for X-Wing, packed 
with one huge, pre-painted GR-75 
medium transport miniature and 

an X-wing escort. With rules for “energy” to fuel your shields and abilities, plus a new 
maneuver template that gives your transport the feel of a truly huge ship, the Rebel Transport 
Expansion Pack enhances your missions and Cinematic Play experience. It also opens all-
new possibilities in the game’s Epic Play format! Scheduled to ship in February 2014. 
FFG SWX11 ..............................................................................................$59.95

FairY misCHieF
Duels! Charms! Cards! Collecting! Dice 
Rolling! Fairies! Fairy Mischief is a fast-
paced game where players duel as they 
race to see who can finish the magical 
Bracelet of Secrets first. Featuring the 
award-winning art of Jasmine Becket-
Griffith, Fairy Mischief is as beautiful 
as it is fun to play! Scheduled to ship in 
December 2013. 
F11 0004 ...................................$35.00

Fun to 11

o/a sTar Wars rpg: 
edge oF THe empire speCialiZaTion deCks
Star Wars: Edge of the Empire Specialization Decks, available through Print-On-Demand, 
provide GMs and players with a fun and easy way to manage character and NPC talents 
at the gaming table and at your fingertips. Each Specialization Deck comes with 22 cards. 
DOCTOR FFG USWE26 ........................................................................................ PI
pIlOT FFG USWE31 ............................................................................................. PI
pOlITICO FFG USWE27 ....................................................................................... PI
sChOlAR FFG USWE28 ...................................................................................... PI
sCOuNDREl FFG USWE29 .................................................................................. PI
ThIEF FFG USWE30 ............................................................................................. PI

OFFERED AGAIN
o/a THe lord oF THe rings lCg: 
THe sTone oF ereCH sTandalone quesT
In The Stone of Erech, a standalone scenario for The Lord of the Rings: The Card Game, 
Middle-earth’s greatest heroes must explore the haunted Hill of Erech to find the missing 
boy, Derufin. The pack’s 51 cards, including three quest cards and 45 encounter cards, 
introduce a host of terrifying, undead Oathbreakers and innovative mechanics to track 
the deepening stages of night.
FFG UMEC33 ................................................................................................ $14.95

sTar Wars x-Wing 
miniaTures game: 
TanTive iv expansion paCk
The iconic Corellian CR90 comes 
to life in X-Wing with the Tantive 
IV Expansion Pack! Featuring one 
huge, pre-painted CR90 miniature, 
its maneuver dial, plus all the cards 
and tokens that you need to field it, 
the Tantive IV Expansion Pack adds fantastic depth to the game’s Cinematic Play and 
its massive, new Epic Play format. Moreover, rules for “energy” fuel your shields and 
weapons, and a new maneuver template ensure that the Tantive IV fights and flies in a 
manner as epic as the ship deserves! Scheduled to ship in February 2014. 
FFG SWX22 ..............................................................................................$89.95
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o/a gaming paper 
mega dungeon 2 - 
losT CaTaComBs paCk
Gaming Paper Adventures Maps can 
be used to build thousands of unique 
dungeons in practically any shape or 
configuration. The Mega Dungeon 2 
set features 50 unique, highly detailed, 
two-sided dungeon geomorphs created 
by fantasy cartographer extraordinaire 
Christopher West and can be arranged in 
virtually any pattern you like.
GGP 6121 .................................$14.99

o/a Commands & Colors: 
napoleoniCs expansion - 
THe ausTrian armY
This Commands & Colors expansion 
features 18 historical scenarios that focus 
on the Austrian Army battles from 1805 
to 1814 against Napoleon, plus all the 
new units you’ll need to field for these 
engagements.
GMT 1307 .................................$55.00

GAminG PAPer
OFFERED AGAIN

Gmt GAmes
OFFERED AGAIN

o/a THe dark valleY: THe easT 
FronT Campaign, 1941-45
From award-winning designer Ted Raicer 
comes The Dark Valley, a strategic-level game 
focusing on the entire East Front campaign 
in World War II. The game components 
feature a beautiful map from Mark Mahaffey, 
stretching from Leningrad in the north to the 
Caucasus Mountains in the south, and 600 
counters representing every major unit that 
appeared during the course of the conflict.
GMT 1313 .................................$59.00

CiTY CounCil
May the Best Politician Win! Fight crime, 
create jobs, curb pollution, broker deals, 
garner favors from interest groups, and 
budget wisely as you seek to impose your 
will against your political rivals in a race 
for power and prominence as mayor of a 
a flourishing metropolis in City Council! 
Scheduled to ship in January 2014. 
IMP GEG108 ..............................$59.90

dungeon CraWl ClassiCs #80: 
inTrigue aT THe CourT oF CHaos
At the Mercy of Chaos! The Host of 
Chaos desires a legendary artifact held 
by the Scions of Law - and needs pawns 
to retrieve it! Faced with an eternity of 
servitude, the party must sneak into the 
Plane of Law and steal the Yokeless Egg 
from under its guardians watch. Intrigue at 
the Court of Chaos is a 1st Level Dungeon 
Crawl. Scheduled to ship in January 2014. 
IMP GMG5081 .............................$9.99

GolDen eGG GAmes GooDmAn GAmes
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mAntic 
entertAinment

merCenarY - WraTH
MGE MGDZM24-1 .......................$7.99

merCenarY-nasTanZa, 
TWiligHT HunTress
MGE MGDZM22-1 .......................$7.99

plague aCrYliC CounTer seT
MGE MGDZM07-1 .......................$7.99

merCenarY-reCon n32-19
MGE MGDZM20-1 .......................$7.99

plague FaCTion sTarTer
MGE MGDZP01-1 ......................$34.99

DeADzone
Scheduled to ship in December 2014. 

diCe seT (10)
MGE MGDZM09-1 .......................$7.99

marauders FaCTion sTarTer
MGE MGDZO01-1 .....................$34.99

enForCers FaCTion sTarTer
MGE MGDZE01-1 ......................$34.99

merCenarY - dr. simmonds
MGE MGDZM21-1 .......................$7.99

reBs FaCTion sTarTer
MGE MGDZR01-1 ......................$34.99

resin equipmenT CraTes
MGE MGDZM10-1 .....................$19.99

sCenerY upgrade paCk
MGE MGDZM04-1 .....................$39.99

sTandard aCrYliC CounTer seT
MGE MGDZM06-1 .....................$19.99

Bundle oF TrouBle volume 42
This trade paperback contains all the classic 
strips from Knights of the Dinner Table 
#143-146, plus loads of new material. 
Scheduled to ship in November 2013. 
KEN 742 ....................................$14.99

Yu-gi-oH! TCg: 
CYBer dragon revoluTion 
sTruCTure deCk displaY (8)
Following the successful journey back 
to the origins of the Yu-Gi-Oh! trading 
card game with the Saga of Blue-Eyes 
White Dragon Structure Deck, the next 
Structure Deck revisits the Yu-Gi-Oh! GX 
Era and features the formidable Cyber 
Dragon! The Cyber Dragon Revolution 
Structure Deck comes with a 40-card 
main deck, plus an additional, two-card 
Extra Deck containing Zane Truesdale’s 
Fusion Monster, Cyber Twin Dragon, and 
a brand-new XYZ monster based on the 
Cyber Dragon theme, as well as two new 
Effect Monsters, a new Spell Card, and 
a new Trap Card. Scheduled to ship in 
February 2014. NOTE: This item is sold 
to retailers in full displays. Please contact 
your retailer for availability.
KON 89785-D ...........................$79.92

Yu-gi-oH! TCg: sTar paCk 2 
BoosTer displaY (50)
This 50-card Star Pack expansion for the 
Yu-Gi-Oh! Trading Card Game contains 
three randomly distributed cards, with 
one guaranteed Starfoil card. Offered in 
50-count Displays. Scheduled to ship in 
February 2014. NOTE: This item is sold 
to retailers in full displays. Please contact 
your retailer for availability.
KON 89782-D ...........................$49.50

Yu-gi-oH! TCg: War 
oF THe gianTs round 2 
Box displaY (6)
A new refresher kit designed to expand 
battle packs into booster draft territory 
and introduce new cards to the Battle Pack 
2 format, each box of War of the Giants: 
Round 2 includes six packs of Battle Pack 2, 
plus a new 16-card War of the Giants pack. 
Scheduled to ship in January 2014. NOTE: 
This item is sold to retailers in full displays. 
Please contact your retailer for availability.
KON 89770-D .........................$119.94

konAmi DiGitAl 
entertAinment 

ToKens
Scheduled to ship in March 2014. 

arroW YelloW (10)
LSC TOK-006 ...............................$2.99

lostshADe

CrossBone skull WHiTe (10)
LSC TOK-012 ...............................$2.99

BomB BlaCk (10)
LSC TOK-041 ...............................$2.99

gravesTone greY (10)
LSC TOK-029 ...............................$2.99

HearT red (10)
LSC TOK-013 ...............................$2.99

Horse BroWn (10)
LSC TOK-042 ...............................$2.99

ligHTning gloW in 
dark Blue (10)
LSC TOK-008 ...............................$2.99

paW prinT BroWn (10)
LSC TOK-020 ...............................$2.99

looT Bag BroWn (10)
LSC TOK-025 ...............................$2.99

WeB WHiTe (10)
LSC TOK-019 ...............................$2.99

o/a muTanTs & masTerminds: 
poWer proFiles
With Great Powers, Comes Great 
Responsibility! From Cold and Fire, to 
Mental and Meta powers, Power Profiles is 
your one-stop shop for hundreds of unique, 
pre-created powers and dozens of different 
themes. Each profile features detailed 
descriptors and mechanics, important 
game system effects, and a selection of 
offensive, defensive, movement, and utility 
powers. That’s over 400 diverse powers 
in one book, complete with useful power 
variants, expanded power extras and 
flaws, and optional rules for use in your 
Mutants & Masterminds campaigns.
GRR 5508 ..................................$39.95

Green ronin 
PublishinG
OFFERED AGAIN

ouTBreak undead rpg: 
annual volume 3
In this third volume of collected Outbreak: 
Undead “Free Content Friday”, you’ll find 
brilliant, new settings including the depths 
of an Undercity, the Open Road and 
Caravans, and a Marina Stronghold, as 
well as a mini campaign as part of “Things 
That Go Crash In the Night III”. Scheduled 
to ship in November 2013. 
S2P HB1012 ...............................$14.99

dungeon CraWl 
ClassiCs #81: THe one WHo 
WaTCHes From BeloW
The rumors are true! The secret cave of 
the mystics holds a hoard of treasure vast 
enough to buy the kingdom seven times over! 
Winner of the “Mystery Map Adventure 
Design Competition”, The One Who 
Watches from Below is a 1st Level Dungeon 
Crawl. Scheduled to ship in February 2014. 
IMP GMG5082 .............................$9.99

o/a Trailer park Wars!: 
purple Yard Flamingos (100)
Nobody needs them, but everybody wants 
them! These bendable, rubbery plastic 
miniatures are crafted in the classic yard 
flamingo shape. 
GUT 1008 ..................................$12.00

knigHTs oF THe dinner TaBle
The longest running comic on the subject 
of games and a hilarious and hysterical 
slice of (fantasy) life in strips, Knights of 
the Dinner Table is a wonderful celebration 
of the gaming culture. Scheduled to ship in 
November 2013. 
#204 KEN 204 ............................ $5.99
#205 KEN 205 ............................ $5.99
#206 KEN 206 ............................ $5.99
#207 KEN 207 ............................ $5.99

o/a Trailer park Wars!: 
Terror in THe Trailer park 
expansion
Why would you unleash such a reign of 
fright and mayhem onto the trailer parks in 
your town? Why?! Because it’s fun, that’s 
why! This frighteningly fun expansion 
to Trailer Park Wars! includes 24 new 
Trailers, 75 Trailer Park Wars! Cards, 50 
Purple Yard Flamingo Miniatures, and 12 
Trailer Park Name Tiles. 
GUT 1007 ..................................$20.00

Gut bustin’ GAmes
OFFERED AGAIN

hunters books

kenzer & comPAny
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Wood For sHeep: 
THe oFFiCial seTTlers 
oF CaTan CookBook
In addition to hextastic homages to 
The Settlers of Catan, this cookbook 
includes over 100 recipes tailored to 
fit nearly any diet. There are over 80 
recipes for vegetarians, more than 
60 for people with Celiac disease or 
gluten intolerance, 50 for people with 
milk allergies or lactose intolerance, 
over 30 for vegans, and nearly 30 for 
low carb primal dieters. If that’s not 
nerdy enough for you, nearly all the 
recipes are also both kosher and halal. Scheduled to ship in March 2014. 
MFG G12801 .................................................................................................$25.00

mArGAret Weis ProDuctions 

FireFlY rpg
Keep Flyin’! Prepare for thrilling, new 
adventures in the ‘Verse with the Firefly 
Roleplaying Game! Set six years 
after the Unification War, the Firefly 
Roleplaying Game faithfully branches 
story elements from the popular FOX 
television series, while simultaneously 
expanding on the Firefly setting. 
Powered by the Cortex Plus system, 
which emphasizes character 
interaction and story development, 
this core rulebook features everything 
you need to venture into the black, 
including character archetypes, ship 
stats and creation rules, locations and 
planetary systems, a detailed Episode 
guide, story hooks, and more. 
Scheduled to ship in February 2014. 
MWP 7020 ............................................................................... $19.99

mAyFAir GAmes

mad CiTY: plan as 
FasT as You Can
Take on the role of city builders as 
you race against time and other 
developers, and strive to build the 
most lucrative city. Arrange your city 
tiles in order to score for Residential, 
Industrial, and Urban areas. Do 
you dare boast that you have the 
largest communities or show off 
your roadwork skills in order to 
score bonus points? If you’re a really 
efficient builder, you can wrap up 
your building projects before your 
opponents and be the only one to 
score bonus points from your city’s 
ponds and parks. Scheduled to ship 
in February 2014. 

MFG 4133 ................................................................................ $35.00
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arkHam rum T-sHirT
Scheduled to ship in February 2014. 
(M)
OWD 1016-M .................................... PI
(l)
OWD 1016-L ..................................... PI
(xl)
OWD 1016-XL ................................... PI
(xxl)
OWD 1016-XXL ................................. PI

paTHFinder rpg 
Beginner Box T-sHirT
Scheduled to ship in February 2014. 
(M)
OWD 29001-M .................................. PI
(l)
OWD 29001-L ................................... PI
(xl)
OWD 29001-XL ................................. PI
(xxl)
OWD 29001-XXL ............................... PI

Brigade ComBaT Team 
Command: kandaHar
BCT (Brigade Combat Team) Command: 
Kandahar is an operational-level wargame 
focusing on Afghanistan during the current 
War on Terror, with one player taking on 
the role of a Coalition Force commander, 
while the opposing player marshals 
an Insurgent Force, both commanding 
battalion to brigade-sized task forces. 
Scheduled to ship in January 2014. 
S2P OSSMCSG1301 ...................$69.95

CTHulWHo T-sHirT
Scheduled to ship in February 2014. 
(M)
OWD 40033-M .................................. PI
(l)
OWD 40033-L ................................... PI
(xl)
OWD 40033-XL ................................. PI
(xxl)
OWD 40033-XXL ............................... PI

alBaTros d.iii-d.iii (oaW)
In 1916, Imperial German aerial 
domination, once held by rotary-engined 
Fokker and Pfalz E-type wing-warping 
monoplanes, had been lost to the more 
nimble French Nieuport and British DH 2s. 
Born-from-experience calls from German 
fighter pilots requested that new single-
engine machines should be equipped with 
higher horsepower engines and armed 
with two, rather than the then-standard 
single machine guns. The Robert Thelen-
led Albatros design bureau set to work on 
what became the Albatros D.I and D.II. 
Scheduled to ship in March 2014. 
OSP AVG013 .............................$18.95

oFFWorlD DesiGns one smAll steP

osPrey PublishinG

THe F6F HellCaT aCes oF vF-9
After Pearl Harbor, the US Navy’s VF-9 
carrier fighter group formed, seeing action 
in North Africa, The Marshalls, Kwajelein, 
Truk, the Marianas Turkey Shoot, and on 
to Tokyo and Okinawa. Scheduled to ship 
in March 2014. 
OSP ACE119 ..............................$22.95

THe Fall oF TroY
Homer’s Iliad, read by college underclassmen 
everywhere, tells the story of Helen, “the 
face that launched a thousand ships”, 
the trojan horse, and Achilles’ heel. The 
Iliad provides the basis for this modern 
exploration of one of the most famous 
legendary wars of all time, a story, at 
least, partly based in fact. Scheduled to 
ship in March 2014. 
OSP MLD008..............................$17.95

leTTers From THe FronT
Similar to Letters From Iwo Jima and All 
Quiet On The Western Front, this book tells 
the story of young men from many nations 
thrown into the crucible of war, fighting not 
just to survive, but to understand what was 
happening to them and their comrades. 
It tells it in the words of the soldiers 
themselves, in their letters home. From the 
muddy trenches of the Somme to the frozen 
ground of the Falklands to the heat and 
dust of Iraq, these letters are the ordinary 
soldier’s testament to life on the front line. 
Scheduled to ship in March 2014. 
OSP GM128 ..............................$15.95

THe leWis gun
As a lightweight machine gun, the 
American designed Lewis Gun made a 
place for itself in World War I and World 
War II. Serving on the Western Front 
and across the world, the Lewis Gun 
soon became the core of the British and 
Dominion infantry section, and was widely 
adopted by the Germans, too. Scheduled 
to ship in March 2014. 
OSP WEAP034 ...........................$18.95

HiTler’s ForTresses
From the Siegfried Line to the Atlantic 
Wall to central Italy, this detailed guide 
to every level of defensive project in the 
Third Reich takes readers inside Channel 
Islands’ pillboxes, Normandy coastal gun 
positions, and emplaced tank turrets on the 
Gothic Line in Italy. Scheduled to ship in 
March 2014. 
OSP GM828 ..............................$40.00

rising sun, Falling skies
Rising Sun, Falling Skies offer a fresh 
perspective at the disastrous Java Sea 
Campaign of 1941-42, which heralded 
a wave of Japanese naval victories in the 
Pacific, but which eventually sowed the 
seeds of their eventual change in fortunes. 
Scheduled to ship in March 2014. 
OSP GM726 ..............................$29.95

us Cold War 
airCraFT Carriers
Supercarriers became the ultimate in 
aircraft carrier design after World War 
II. Naval aviation allows fleets to project 
mobile power across vast distances, and 
these floating cities epitomize this mission 
design. Scheduled to ship in March 2014. 
OSP NVG211 ............................$17.95
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World War ii glider 
assaulT TaCTiCs
From Eben Emael to Crete, Sicily, Market 
Garden, the Rhine, and Burma, glider-
borne paratroopers brought extra 
firepower to bear using techniques that 
helicopter troops adapted for modern air 
cavalry techniques. This book explains the 
development and organization of World 
War II glider troops, their mounts, and 
the air squadrons formed to tow them. 
Scheduled to ship in March 2014. 
OSP ELI200 ................................$18.95

o/a THe 47 ronin: 
a grapHiC novel
In the eighteenth century, forty-seven 
samurai avenged the death of their master 
in a plot that would take over two years 
to complete. After succeeding in their 
mission, the masterless samurai - known 
as ronin - all committed ritual suicide. The 
story, which is a national legend, remains 
the most potent example of Japan’s 
deeply rooted cultural imperative of 
honor, persistence, loyalty, and sacrifice. 
In The 47 Ronin, Sean Michael Wilson 
has created a historically factual portrait, 
enhanced by evocative and often lyrical 
drawings by Akiko Shimojima. 
OSP RHP137 ..............................$14.95

OFFERED AGAIN

muTanT epoCH: THe 
Crossroads region gaZeTeer
Grab your gasmask, your knee pads, 
crossbow, and blade! Suit up into your 
junk armor and survival packs and 
get ready to dive into a world of high 
adventure. Welcome to the Crossroads 
Region! The first official setting Mutant 
Epoch, The Crossroads Region Gazetteer 
contains details on the sprawling city of 
Overpass, the purist capital of Pure Hub 
City, and the Aberrationist capital of 
Newburg, along with 31 other factional 
and independent communities. Scheduled 
to ship in January 2014. 
IMP OLA1006 ............................$36.99

outlAnD Arts

paTHFinder advenTure paTH: 
mummY’s mask parT 2 - 
empTY graves
Following the opening of its necropolis, the 
city of Wati is overrun by hordes of the 
unquiet dead. The heroes must once more 
brave the abandoned streets and dusty 
tombs of Wati’s necropolis in search of 
the powerful artifact called the mask of the 
Forgotten Pharaoh and the necromancer 
who is using it to create the undead 
uprising. But a group of mysterious 
masked cultists also seeks the artifact to 
bring a pharaoh from the ancient past 
back to life. Continuing the Mummy’s 
Mask Adventure Path, Empty Graves is a 
Pathfinder Roleplaying Game adventure 
for 4th-level characters. Scheduled to ship 
in February 2014. 
PZO 9080 ..................................$22.99

paTHFinder: BesTiarY Box
The brutal beasts of the Pathfinder Bestiary 
come alive on your tabletop with this box-
busting collection of 300 creature pawns 
for use with the Pathfinder Roleplaying 
Game or any tabletop fantasy RPG! 
Printed on sturdy cardstock, each pawn 
contains a beautiful, full-color image of 
a nasty monster from the core Pathinder 
RPG monster reference. Available again 
for the first time, the Bestiary Box is 
the best way to ensure you’ve got the 
right creatures to push your Pathfinder 
campaign to the next level! Scheduled to 
ship in December 2013. 
PZO 1001-1 ...............................$39.99

PAizo PublishinG

paTHFinder Campaign Cards: 
soCial ComBaT deCk
Where swords and spells may fail, a sharp 
mind and quick tongue can triumph! This 
52-card deck introduces an exciting new 
method to infuse social intrigue in any 
Pathfinder campaign. Social Combat uses a 
system similar to Chase Cards, but instead 
of catching or escaping foes, heroes use 
guile, charm, and even treachery to win 
friends and manipulate enemies. Scheduled 
to ship in February 2014. 
PZO 3040 ..................................$10.99

paTHFinder Campaign seTTing: 
inner sea gods
Put your faith in any of dozens of awe-
inspiring deities with Pathfinder Campaign 
Setting: Inner Sea Gods. This hardcover 
details the chief gods and goddesses of 
Golarion; hundreds of extraordinary 
demigods, the histories, dogmas, rituals, 
and secrets of faiths both righteous and 
profane, and much, much more. New 
prestige classes, subdomains, and spells 
empower characters to be champions of 
their deities, while dozens of new traits, 
feats, magic items, and more unlock the 
power of the gods for characters of every 
class. Or unleash legions of otherworldly 
enemies and allies on your game, from 
mighty divine servants to the unstoppable 
heralds of each deity. Scheduled to ship in 
February 2014. 
PZO 9267 ..................................$39.99

paTHFinder Cards: mummY’s 
mask iTem Cards deCk
From the forgotten vaults of sand-choked 
ancient empires, this deck presents a trove 
of treasures for use in your Mummy’s 
Mask campaign, including funerary relics, 
canopic jars, shabti, and other plunder 
inspired by Ancient Egypt. Each of this 
set’s 54 beautifully illustrated, full-color 
cards includes space on the back to add 
notes for each item, allowing players to 
track their favorite treasures. Scheduled to 
ship in February 2014. 
PZO 3039 ..................................$10.99

paTHFinder Flip-maT: 
deserT ruins
Don’t waste your time sketching when 
you could be playing! With Pathfinder 
Flip-Mat: Desert Ruins, you’ll be ready 
next time your players step into the 
sand! With one side featuring the ruins 
of an ancient temple and the other a 
mysterious desert edifice at the end of a 
twisting sandstone canyon, this double-
sided map is the perfect place for 
adventure in the high desert! Scheduled 
to ship in February 2014. 
PZO 30057 ................................$13.99

paTHFinder paWns: 
WraTH oF THe rigHTeous
Key monsters and NPCs from the demon-
fighting Wrath of the Righteous Adventure 
Path come alive on your tabletop with this 
collection of more than 100 creature pawns 
for use with the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game 
or any tabletop fantasy RPG! Printed on sturdy 
cardstock, each pawn contains a beautiful 
full-color image of a monster or NPC from the 
Wrath of the Righteous campaign, including 
dozens of demons, holy warriors, and unique NPCs that are also suitable to represent 
player characters. Scheduled to ship in February 2014. 
PZO 1010 ..................................................................................................... $19.99
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WiTCH HunTer rpg: 
THe invisiBle World 
seCond ediTion
The 17th Century - America was a vast 
unknown land, peopled by cultures alien 
and savage to European sensibilities. All 
the mundane dangers this New World held 
paled in comparison with what lay unseen, 
glimpses captured only out of the corner 
of the eye. The old Myths and Legends 
were not meant to entertain, but to warn: 
Beware what dwells beyond or you will 
not live to regret it! With creatures both 
foul and fell, Diabolists and Necromancers 
leading the corrupted in an orgy of blood 
and death, and the countless minions of 
the Adversary seeking to turn the righteous 
away from the light - what stands between 
them and the innocent? Only an elite few, 
known as Witch Hunters! Witch Hunter: 
The Invisible World is a role-playing game 
of swashbuckling adventure and colonial 
horror. Scheduled to ship in January 2014. 
S2P PCI2500 ..............................$39.99

paTHFinder plaYer 
Companion: undead 
slaYers HandBook
From mindless zombies to diabolical 
liches, uncover the secrets of battling the 
undead and learn how to survive their 
varied deadly lairs with the Pathfinder 
Player Companion: Undead Slayers 
Handbook! Join the ranks of the Inner 
Sea’s greatest undead hunters, discover 
their tested methods, adopt their lethal 
gear, and employ the powers of those 
who have faced death - and survived! 
Scheduled to ship in February 2014. 
PZO 9444 ..............................$12.99

PArADiGm concePts 

summoner Wars: 
Fallen kingdom seCond 
summoner Card deCk
Only death awaits those who love life! 
Mad Sirian joins the Summoner Wars as 
the Fallen Kingdom’s Second Summoner. 
This Second Summoner deck is a full 
faction deck with its own Summoner, set-
up card, Champions, Commons, Walls, 
and Event Cards. Scheduled to ship in 
November 2013. 
PSI PHGSWSSFK ...........................$9.95

summoner Wars: vanguards 
seCond summoner Card deCk
The protectors of life and light are rallying 
behind a second summoning stone! Samuel 
Farthen joins the Summoner Wars as the 
Vanguards’ Second Summoner. This Second 
Summoner deck is a full faction deck with its 
own Summoner, set-up card, Champions, 
Commons, Walls, and Event Cards. 
Scheduled to ship in November 2013. 
PSI PHGSWSSVG .........................$9.95

HorDes
Scheduled to ship in February 2014. 

HigH Command dBg: 
WarmaCHine - inTo 
THe BreaCH expansion
Bolster your armies with Into the Breach, 
an 84-card expansion for Warmachine 
High Command! Into the Breach contains 
five copies each of 16 different cards, plus 
four additional warcaster cards, to bring 
new strategies to your Cygnar, Khador, 
Protectorate of Menoth, and Cryx decks. 
Scheduled to ship in February 2014. 
PIP 61008 ..................................$15.99

PlAiD hAt GAmes

PrivAteer Press

CirCle orBoros gorax 
ligHT WarBeasT
PIP 72078 ..................................$18.99

minions Bog Trog 
amBusHers uniT
PIP 75057 ..................................$49.99

WArmAcHine.
Scheduled to ship in February 2014. 

minions War Hog 
FarroW HeavY WarBeasT
PIP 75047 ..................................$34.99

ConvergenCe oF CYriss 
iron moTHer direCTrix 
and exponenT serviTors 
WarCasTer uniT
PIP 36010 ..................................$34.99

ConvergenCe oF CYriss 
Transverse enumeraTor 
uniT aTTaCHmenT
PIP 36025 ..................................$11.99

ConvergenCe oF CYriss 
veCTor WreCk markers
PIP 91069 ..................................$19.99

reTriBuTion oF sCYraH 
issYria, siBYl oF 
daWn WarCasTer
PIP 35058 ..................................$15.99

kHador orsus ZokTavir, 
THe BuTCHer unleasHed epiC 
WarCasTer uniT
PIP 33101 ..................................$64.99

reTriBuTion oF sCYraH 
mYrmidon WreCk markers
PIP 91068 ..................................$19.99

daemon diCe sTarTer
In the halls of Hell, the daemon lords settle 
their differences like gentlemen. Which is to 
say, they send their minions to do battle for 
them, with the victor winning honor for its 
master! A fast-paced game of daemonish 
combat, players in Daemon Dice use 
custom dice to build their daemon and send 
it into battle for supremacy in the Infernal 
Arena. The Daemon Dice Starter includes 
26 18mm, 6-sided custom dice, enough 
for two players to begin their diabolic 
battles: 13 assorted body parts for each 
of two breeds of daemon, Frost and Rot. 
Scheduled to ship in January 2014. 
IMP SFR3000 ..............................$19.95

sFr

steve JAckson GAmes

munCHkin ZomBies 4: 
spare parTs
Featuring 56 new cards for Munchkin 
Zombies, yet compatible for the entire 
Munchkin line, Munchkin Zombies 4: 
Spare Parts allows players to take on 
a new Power (“Solo”), and show the 
other zombies on the block who’s boss. 
Plus, they receive new Items like Spare 
Parts and Bowling Gloves, and battle 
hilarious new monsters like the Surgeon 
General and The LARPing Dead! 
Scheduled to ship in March 2014. 
SJG 1493 ...............................$10.95
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asCension: deCkBuilding 
game Year one 
ColleCTor’s ediTion
Gather your Heroes and Constructs 
to fight the fallen god Samael and 
his minions in style with this unique 
Ascension Year One Collector’s Edition! 
Playable as a standalone, 1-6 player 
game, and completely compatible with 
other Ascension expansions, this ultimate 
collection features all of the award-
winning sets released in Ascension’s initial 
year, including Ascension: Chronicle of 
the Godslayer and Ascension: Return 
of the Fallen, as well as the Rat King 
and Leprechaun Theme Packs and all 
promotional cards. All 322-cards feature 
updated card frames in a premium foil 
finish to add that special “bling” to your 
deck, plus premium components and a 
cultist bobble figure make this the perfect 
centerpiece for any Ascension collection. 
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. 
SBE 201 .....................................$99.99

Camp mYTH: THe rpg
How was my summer vacation? It was 
okay, I guess. Well, except for the parts 
where I was electrocuted, crushed, 
petrified, burned, stomped, poisoned, 
frozen, whipped, paralyzed, teleported, 
clawed, shot at, eaten, scarred, cursed, 
mauled, squashed, and thrown off a 
flying horse - at least once a day! And 
that was just earning the easy merit 
badges! Welcome to Camp Myth, the 
only summer camp built exclusively for 
young, mythological creatures, based on 
the awesome Young Adult Series by Chris 
Lewis Carter. Forget canoe rides and knot-
tying lessons - these kids are more likely to 
fish for a Kraken, or learn the proper way 
to train a Chimera! Scheduled to ship in 
November 2013. 
S2P 3EG501 ..............................$19.99

amaZing advenTures: 
Temple oF THe red god
Tens of thousands of years before our time, 
in the mythic Thurian Age, the cult of the 
Red God, the Blood Imperator, spread 
across the world like a plague, its legions 
more powerful than the Aztecs and more 
cultured than the Mayans. Now, so many 
eons later, a temple has been unearthed 
deep in the jungle - a temple built by a 
lost civilization and dedicated to this long-
forgotten god. Is it possible that the Red 
God itself still sits at the heart of the temple, 
now decrepit, crumbling, and suffering 
from thousands of years of neglect? 
What secrets of ancient knowledge and 
treasures still reside within, undiscovered 
and untouched by the millennia that have 
quietly passed it by? There’s only one way 
to find out, and that’s what you do best! 
Scheduled to ship in January 2014. 
IMP TLG7604 ...............................$6.99

savage Worlds rpg: 
Weird Wars rome 
gm sCreen WiTH advenTure
Scheduled to ship in January 2014. 
S2P 10611 .................................$19.99

savage Worlds rpg: 
Weird Wars rome map 
druid CirCle/village
Scheduled to ship in January 2014. 
S2P 10613 .................................$14.99

savage Worlds rpg: 
Weird Wars rome
In the Celtic wilds, the forests of Germania, 
the deserts of Egypt, and the arenas of 
Rome, dark things rise! Stride forth with 
the legions of Rome to the distant corners 
of the world - the Celtic wilds, the forests of 
Germania, the deserts of Aegyptus - and 
into a history few will ever know. Fight the 
darkness in a war that spans centuries. 
Fight the darkness to your last breath - 
and beyond! Fight the darkness for Rome! 
A Savage Worlds setting, Weird Wars 
Rome features two Plot Point Campaigns, 
new rules for creating “Legacies” from 
era to era, equipment, strange creatures, 
enemies and allies, expanded rules for 
naval combat and sieges, the history of 
Weird Wars in the Roman period, a new 
Arcane Background, and an Adventure 
Generator for any war the legionaries of 
Rome find themselves fighting. Scheduled 
to ship in January 2014. 
S2P 10601 .................................$19.99

savage Worlds rpg: 
Weird Wars rome map 
FronTier ForTress/village
Scheduled to ship in January 2014. 
S2P 10612 .................................$14.99

stone blADe 
entertAinment

stuDio 2 PublishinG

thirD eye GAmes

troll lorD GAmes

generals order: elemenTal 
maiden deCk proTeCTor
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. 
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full 
displays. Please contact your retailer for 
availability.
DIsplAy (12)
UPR 84241-D ..................................... PI
pACk
UPR 84241-S ...................................... PI

generals order: elemenTal 
maiden Full vieW deCk Box
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. 
UPR 84273 ......................................... PI

ZomBies!!!: deadTime sTories
With Zombies!!!: Deadtime Stories, a 
collection of storyline scenarios for the 
Zombies!!! board game, players can take 
on specific roles, each with their own 
unique quirks and abilities, as they strive to 
accomplish things beyond just getting out of 
the area alive. Zombies!!!: Deadtime Stories 
comes complete with a Scenario Book (nine 
fan-submitted scenarios, including co-
op and solo scenarios), two campaigns, 
rules for combining sets and games, FAQ 
and clarifications, 10 Character cards, 
24 Experience cards, 30 scenario-specific 
cards, and three Zombie stat cards. 
Scheduled to ship in March 2014. 
TLC 2411 ...................................$19.99

tWiliGht creAtions

ultrA Pro

generals order: innkeeper 
deCk proTeCTor
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. 
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full 
displays. Please contact your retailer for 
availability.
DIsplAy (12)
UPR 84242-D ..................................... PI
pACk
UPR 84242-S ...................................... PI

generals order: innkeeper 
Full vieW deCk Box
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. 
UPR 84274 ......................................... PI

generals order: mY Huang 
Hou deCk proTeCTor
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. 
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full 
displays. Please contact your retailer for 
availability.
DIsplAy (12)
UPR 84243-D ..................................... PI
pACk
UPR 84243-S ...................................... PI

generals order: mY Huang 
Hou Full vieW deCk Box
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. 
UPR 84275 ......................................... PI
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generals order: poison 
masTer deCk proTeCTor 
displaY (12)
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. 
UPR 84127-D ..................................... PI

magiC THe gaTHering: mana 
series 4 9-poCkeT pro-Binder
Scheduled to ship in January 2014. 
UPR 86103 ......................................... PI

magiC THe gaTHering: mana 
series 4 aJani plaY maT
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. 
UPR 86096 ......................................... PI

magiC THe gaTHering: mana 
series 4 CHandra plaY maT
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. 
UPR 86099 ......................................... PI

magiC THe gaTHering: mana 
series 4 deCk Box WiTH liFe 
CounTers: sYmBols
Scheduled to ship in January 2014. 
UPR 86138 ......................................... PI

magiC THe gaTHering: mana 
series 4 divider paCk
Scheduled to ship in January 2014. 
UPR 86101 ......................................... PI

magiC THe gaTHering: mana 
series 4 garruk plaY maT
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. 
UPR 86100 ......................................... PI

magiC THe gaTHering: mana 
series 4 deCk proTeCTor 
sleeves: sYmBols
Scheduled to ship in January 2014. 
UPR 86114 ......................................... PI

magiC THe gaTHering: mana 
series 4 JaCe plaY maT
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. 
UPR 86097 ......................................... PI

magiC THe gaTHering: mana 
series 4 liliana plaY maT
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. 
UPR 86098 ......................................... PI

mY liTTle ponY rainBoW dasH 
deCk proTeCTor sleeves
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. 
UPR 84223 ......................................... PI

mY liTTle ponY rariTY deCk 
proTeCTor sleeves
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. 
UPR 84222 ......................................... PI

mY liTTle ponY small siZe 
FluTTersHY deCk proTeCTor 
sleeves
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. 
UPR 84219 ......................................... PI

mY liTTle ponY small 
siZe rainBoW dasH deCk 
proTeCTor sleeves
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. 
UPR 84221 ......................................... PI

mY liTTle ponY small siZe 
rariTY deCk proTeCTor sleeves
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. 
UPR 84220 ......................................... PI

mY liTTle ponY Trixie deCk 
proTeCTor sleeves
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. 
UPR 84224 ......................................... PI

pokémon xY generiC 
2 inCH 3 ring Binder
Scheduled to ship in January 2014. 
UPR 84237 ......................................... PI

pokémon xY generiC 
4-poCkeT porTFolio
Scheduled to ship in January 2014. 
UPR 84235 ......................................... PI

pokémon xY generiC 
9-poCkeT porTFolio
Scheduled to ship in January 2014. 
UPR 84236 ......................................... PI

pokémon xY generiC deCk 
proTeCTor displaY Box 
assorTmenT (9)
Each Pokémon XY Generic Deck Protector 
Box comes with 65 sleeves per pack, and 
contains Chespin, Fennekin, and Froakie 
Standard-Size Deck Protectors. Offered 
in 9-count displays. Scheduled to ship in 
January 2014. 
UPR 84276-D ..................................... PI

pokémon xY generiC plaYmaT
Scheduled to ship in January 2014. 
UPR 84277 ......................................... PI

sWord arT online plaYmaT 
akiHiTo and klein
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. 
UPR 84249 ......................................... PI

sWord arT online 
plaYmaT asuna
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. 
UPR 84247 ......................................... PI

sWord arT online plaYmaT 
asuna and kiriTo
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. 
UPR 84248 ......................................... PI
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o/a paTHFinder: iConiC 
CHaraCTers mini maT 4-paCk
UPR 84289 ......................................... PI

o/a paTHFinder: iConiC 
CHaraCTers mini maT 7-paCk
UPR 84288 ......................................... PI

o/a pokémon xY 
4-poCkeT porTFolio
UPR 84078 ......................................... PI

o/a pokémon xY 
9-poCkeT porTFolio
UPR 84079 ......................................... PI

OFFERED AGAIN

usAoPoly

doCTor WHo Trivial pursuiT
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. 
USO TP042341 .................................. PI

risk: mass eFFeCT - 
THe galaxY War ediTion
Battle for the fate of the galaxy! Mass 
Effect finds the galaxy threatened by 
a cycle of destruction that repeats 
every 50,000 years. The harbingers 
of this apocalypse, the Reapers, are 
an ancient race of artificial intelligence 
bent on harvesting organic life across 
the cosmos. But one species, new to 
galactic affairs, stands in their way - 
humanity! Led by Commander Shepard, 
a rag-tag army of the best and brightest 
soldiers in the galaxy is marshaled 
against the Reapers to ensure the light 
of civilization never goes dark. Choose 
one of three factions, each with its own 
victory conditions, to battle for the fate 
of the universe in a game of galactic 
domination in RISK: Mass Effect - The 
Galaxy War Edition! Features a new 
RISK game play mechanic for scanning 
additional army resources that also 
works as a standalone mini-game. 
Scheduled to ship in November 2013. 
USO RI087364 ............................... PI

THe HoBBiT: THe desolaTion 
oF smaug YaHTZee
Travel to the Lonely Mountain and unlock 
the secret door to Smaug’s lair with 
America’s all-time favorite dice game! 
The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug 
Collector’s Edition of Yahtzee includes 
a replica of the goblet Bilbo Baggins 
successfully burgled from Smaug the 
Dragon that serves as the dice shaker, 
as well as custom dice featuring Middle-
earth icons to shake up and roll classic 
dice combinations like Full House, Large 
Straight, and Five-of-a-Kind. Scheduled to 
ship in November 2013. 
USO YZ010357 .................................. PI

Cruel neCessiTY
Raise Your Standard! A solitaire game 
simulating the military, political, and 
religious struggles of the English Civil Wars 
(1640-53), Cruel Necessity challenges 
you to attempt to stop the advance of four 
armies bent on destroying Parliament and 
Puritanism, whom you represent - simply 
holding on to London is not enough! 
Scheduled to ship in February 2014. 
VPG CRUELBOX .................................. PI

o/a THe HoBBiT: THe 
desolaTion oF smaug 
ColleCTor’s puZZle
Celebrate the second installment of the 
epic fantasy-adventure film trilogy, The 
Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug, with this 
beautiful, 550-piece collector’s puzzle and 
help burglar Bilbo Baggins seek out the 
Secret Door to Smaug’s lair and fulfill his 
contract with the Dwarves.
USO PZ010358 .................................. PI

OFFERED AGAIN

victory Point GAmes
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old Word neW World
Map Your Destiny! In Old World New 
World, players take command of explorers 
seeking to find their place in a recently 
discovered land. The map is revealed to 
the players through gameplay, with each 
trying to shape the land to best benefit 
their needs. However, with events such as 
Barbarians, Tornadoes, and Bribery, no 
plan goes unhindered and anyone could 
find themselves mapping their own destiny! 
Scheduled to ship in February 2014. 
VPG OWNWBOX............................... PI

rules laWYer
A party game of hilarious interactions 
and ever-changing rules, players in Rules 
Lawyer take turns placing, altering, and 
then obeying the current Laws of the game. 
Scheduled to ship in February 2014. 
VPG RLBOX ........................................ PI

WArGAmes FActory

DreAmforge
Scheduled to ship in November 2013. 

15mm leviaTHan Crusader
WGF DFG-15LV-001 .......................... PI

BlAcK PoWDer

leviaTHan morTis
WGF DFG-LV-002 .............................. PI

o/a napoleoniC mule Train 
1809-1815
WLG WGN-RU-25.............................. PI

BolT AcTion

o/a armies oF iTalY 
and THe axis
WLG WGB-08 .................................... PI

o/a BriTisH airBorne Jeep
WLG WGB-BA-31 .............................. PI

o/a aTlanTik Wall
WLG WGB-TER-33 ............................. PI

o/a Crusader Tank
WLG WGB-BI-158 .............................. PI

WArlorD GAmes
OFFERED AGAIN

o/a FinnisH inFanTrY
WLG WGB-FN-01 .............................. PI

o/a imperial Japanese 
armY inFanTrY squad 
summer dress
WLG WGB-JI-30................................. PI

o/a imperial 
Japanese Foo Team
WLG WGB-JI-34................................. PI

o/a imperial Japanese armY 
inFanTrY veTeran squad
WLG WGB-JI-33................................. PI

o/a imperial Japanese Hq
WLG WGB-JI-31................................. PI

o/a imperial 
Japanese mmg Team
WLG WGB-JI-42................................. PI

o/a imperial Japanese sniper 
and FlameTHroWer Teams
WLG WGB-JI-32................................. PI

o/a imperial 
Japanese Tank HunTers
WLG WGB-JI-28................................. PI

o/a panZer iii ausF J
WLG WGB-WM-194 .......................... PI

o/a BriTisH expediTionarY 
ForCe Boxed seT
WLG WGB-BI-05 ................................ PI

o/a polisH polisH 
armY Tks TankeTTe
WLG WGB-PI-100 .............................. PI

o/a dad’s armY Boxed seT
WLG WGB-BI-06 ................................ PI

JuDge DreDD 
miniATures gAme

o/a Judge dredd ruleBook
Bring justice to the mean streets of 
Mega-City One with the Judge Dredd 
Miniatures Game Rulebook! This full-
color core rulebook contains all the rules 
you need to build a force and take to the 
streets of Mega-City One in a campaign 
that will see heroes rise and villains fall 
(or vice versa!).
WLG JD500 ....................................... PI
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o/a CHopper, 
skY surFer Hero
WLG JD114 ....................................... PI

o/a Judge dredd sTarTer seT
WLG JD010 ....................................... PI

o/a Judge dredd 
on laWmasTer
WLG JD112 ....................................... PI

o/a meCHanismo mk i and ii
WLG JD111 ....................................... PI

o/a mega CiTY sTreeT gang
WLG JD021 ....................................... PI

o/a merCenaries - gorilla 
gangsTer & WereWolF
WLG JD113 ....................................... PI

o/a merCenaries - 
assassin and agenT
WLG JD110 ....................................... PI

o/a merCenaries - 
pYrokineTiC and super Hero
WLG JD108 ....................................... PI

o/a moBsTers - 
BliTZer and gangsTer
WLG JD109 ....................................... PI

o/a sTreeT Judges
WLG JD107 ....................................... PI

o/a THe JusTiCe deparTmenT - 
Heroes oF mega CiTY one
WLG JD020 ....................................... PI

o/a supporT Judges - 
Tek Judge & med Judge
WLG JD116 ....................................... PI

o/a THe JusTiCe deparTmenT - 
laWmasTer paTrol Boxed seT
WLG JD005 ....................................... PI

o/a THe JusTiCe 
deparTmenT - speCialisTs
WLG JD007 ....................................... PI

PiKe & sHoTTe

o/a WiTCHFinder 
general - Young megan 
and sTiCkler miTCHell
WLG WGP-WF-01.............................. PI

BuCCaneer Bones
Thar be treasure here! Sail your fleet of 
galleons to the murky isles, hiding place 
for some of the greatest pirate treasures 
ever buried. Roll the Buccaneer Bones 
(landlubbers call them “dice”) to send ships 
out to sea. When you reach the island, you 
get a special bonus just for being there. 
But the best part is the treasure! Find the 
treasure and bring it back to port, then set 
sail again. The first pirate to bring back 
three treasures claims the title “Scourge 
of the Seven Seas”! Scheduled to ship in 
December 2013. 
WSP 40102 .................................$9.95

magiC FeaTHer
A nutty rumpus of a game, players in 
Magic Feather move around a magical 
neighborhood doing things like pretending 
to be a cat that swims, telling a story about 
their breakfast, or making another player 
laugh without talking - but, you’ll have to 
stay one step ahead of those pesky Crows to 
win! Scheduled to ship in November 2013. 
WBG 031 ..................................$19.95

mad quao
A humorous and satirical follow up to 
the original QUAO card game featuring 
an evil bovine with secret rules, players 
in Mad QUAO struggle against dictator 
QUAO and her set of impossible rules to 
get ahead of all the other farm folk. Once 
QUAO’s powers are removed, the players 
race to get rid of all their cards to unseat 
QUAO from her throne and become 
the new dictator! Scheduled to ship in 
November 2013. 
WBG 013 ....................................$9.95

WAttsAlPoAG GAmes 

WiGGity bAnG GAmes

WizkiDs/necA

THe lord oF THe rings HeroClix: 
THe reTurn oF THe king 24-CounT graviTY Feed displaY
There can be no triumph without loss. No victory without suffering. No 
freedom without sacrifice! Explore Middle-earth as you quest to destroy 
the One Ring with The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King Gravity 
Feed, featuring 31 figures with all-new dial designs to add to your HeroClix 
collection. Offered in individual foil packs in 24-count displays. Scheduled 
to ship in June 2014. 
WZK 71000 .............................................................................. $71.76
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marvel HeroClix: x-men - daYs oF FuTure 
pasT senTinel paCk
Mutants, Beware! Surrender or be Destroyed! The Marvel HeroClix: 
X-Men - Days of Future Past Sentinel Pack features the robotic enemy of 
the X-Men from the decades-spanning story that began in Marvel Comics’ 
The Uncanny X-Men #141! Towering over the opposition and boasting all-
new metallic paint, the Sentinel is programmed to hunt down - and destroy 
- mutants wherever they may be hiding! Featuring two dials, one geared 
towards offense and another designed for defense, the Days of Future Past 
Sentinel uses SwitchClix technology for very different strategic focuses! The 
Marvel HeroClix: X-Men - Days of Future Past Sentinel Pack also includes 48 
horde tokens and two maps for use in your HeroClix campaign. Scheduled 
to ship in April 2014. 
WZK 71145 .............................................................................. $29.99

marvel HeroClix: x-men - daYs oF FuTure pasT 
24-CounT graviTY Feed
One of the most influential X-Men storylines from Marvel Comics comes 
to HeroClix with Marvel HeroClix: X-Men - Days of Future Past, featuring 
characters and events inspired by the decades-spanning story that began in 
Marvel Comics’ The Uncanny X-Men #141! X-Men, both present and future, 
are joined by The Brotherhood of Mutants and more supporting characters 
from this classic storyline. Featuring 24 figures to collect, Marvel HeroClix: 
X-Men - Days of Future Past is introduced in single-figure foil packs offered 
in 24-count Gravity Feeds. Scheduled to ship in April 2014. 
WZK 71143 .............................................................................. $71.76

paTHFinder BaTTles: reign oF WinTer 
sTandard BoosTer BriCk (8)
It has been a century since the immortal witch Baba Yaga last visited the 
world, and the hour draws nigh for her return. But when she fails to appear in 
the frozen realm of Irrisen to usher in its newest ruler, pockets of winter begin 
to grow throughout the Inner Sea region. After 1,400 years of perpetual 
winter, the icy curse of Irrisen is spreading! Will the Reign of Winter engulf 
the world? This 55-figure set for the Pathfinder Battles miniatures line features 
friends and foes from the Pathfinder Adventure Path, Reign of Winter, and 
is offered in standard booster bricks containing one Large figure and three 
Medium or Small figures. Scheduled to ship in April 2014. 
WZK 71459 ............................................................................ $127.92

mAlifAux
Scheduled to ship in November 2013. 

roTTen Belles Box (3)
WYR 20204 ...............................$21.00

sTar Trek: skele-Treks 2-inCH mini-Figures 
series 2 24-CounT graviTY Feed
What started out as a five year mission became over 40 years of intergalactic 
adventures, and now Star Trek is once again going where no one has gone 
before! Skele-Treks combine urban vinyl with the Mexican tradition of Dia de los 
Muertos for a lively and colorful look that collectors will love. This second series 
of hand-painted, 2” mini-figures includes Lt. Uhura, a Mugato, Lt. Worf, Ships 
Counselor Deanna Troi, Cmdr. William T. Riker, and Khan Noonien Singh (from 
The Wrath of Khan!) Scheduled to ship in February 2014. 
WZK 71537 .............................................................................. $71.76

WyrD miniAtures 

pandora CreW Box seT - 
“no sHelTer Here”
WYR 20402 ...........................$45.00




